NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE
FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-6000

FOIA Case: 68288
27 July 2012

Mr. Steven Aftergood
Federation of American Scientists
1725 De Sales Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
Dear Mr. Aftergood:
This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request
submitted via the Internet on 23 July 2012, which was received by this office
on 24 July 2012, for "a copy of two NSA expert disclosure letters that describe
the rationale for classification of the 'What a Wonderful Success' email that
figured in the prosecution of Thomas Drake. The requested NSA expert
disclosure letters are dated November 29, 2010 and March 7, 2011." Your
request has been assigned Case Number 68288. For purposes of this request
and based on the information you provided in your letter, you are considered a
representative of the media. Unless you qualify for a fee waiver or reduction,
you must pay for duplication in excess of the first 100 pages. There are no
assessable fees for this request.
Your request has been processed under the provisions of the FOIA.
Enclosed is the material you requested.
Sincerely,

~~
PAMELA N. PHILLIPS
Chief
FOIA/ PA Office
Ends:
ajs
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U.S.~entofJustice

Criminal Division

•
·Washington, D.C. 20530

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Novanber 29, 2010
James Wyda, Esq.
Deborah Boardman, Esq.
Office of the Federal Public Defender
100 South Charles Street

BankAmerica Tower II, Ninth Floor
Baltimore, MD 21201

Re:

United States v. Thomas Andrews Drake
CaseNo.lOCR0018tt~RDB

Rule 16(a)(l)(G) Expert Summary Disclosure
Dear Counsel:
(U) Pursuant to your request for expert disclosures, the written discovery agreement, and
our obligation under Rule 16(a)(l)(O), this letter is a written summary of the testimony of
Catherine A. Murray, an Original Classification Authority (hereinafter "OCAj for the National
Security Agency (hereinafter •'NSAj. This letter does not set forth each ancl every fact about
which Ms. Murray will testify, but rather sets forth her qualifications and a written summary of
her testimony, including the bases and reasons for her opinions.
(U) We hereby request production of any and all discovery relating to your experts
pursuant to Rule 16(b).
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Qualifications

(U) Ms. Murray bas been employed at NSA for approximately 28 years in a variety of
positions primarily within the sipals intelligence mission. While assiped as the <llief 802
(SID Policy), she was also a desipted Agency OCA. Ms. Murray's OCA·specific duties and
responsibilities include mandatory annual training in the basis of classification in accordance
with Executive Order 13526; reviewing and determining the proper level ofclassification for
NSA documents and information; reviewing the wotk of other NSA classification advisory
officers; and serving as an expert in federal court.

Summary of Testimony

(U) Ms. Murray will testify that the authority of an OCA generally derives ftom
Executive Order 13526 and its ~rs. The purposes of the Executive Order are to
prescribe a unifonn system for classifying, safeguarding and declassifying national security
infonnation, and ·to protect information critical to national .security while also balancing an
interest in an open government Ms. Munay will define some of the terms and phrases important
in understanding original classification, includin& but not limited to, "national security
information," "information," and other tams and phrases necessary and helpful to the jury's
understanding of the process of original classification. Ms. Murray also wnl testify that the
original classification authority is non-delegable, and that the uniform system of classification
would fail if others could mate their own independent determination of the proper classification
of information.
(U) Ms. Murray also will testify regarding what conditions must be met in order for
infonnation to be classified. By way of example only, these conditions include that: the
infonnation must be classified by an OCA, the information must be owned by, produced by or
for, or Wider· the control of the U.S. Government, the infunnation must relate to intelligence
activities, and tho unauthorized disclosure ofinfonnationreasonably could be expected to cause
damage, and the OCA can identify or descnbethat damage.

(U) Ms. Murray will testify about tho different levels of classification. She will define
and discuss what is "Confidential,'' •-secret,'* and "Top Secret" infonnation, as well as ''Sensitive

Compartmented lnfonnation ("SCij information. ·~ial" information is information
that, if subject to unauthorized diaclosure, can reasooably be expected to cause damage to the
national security of the United States. "Secret" infonnation is information that,· if subject to
tmaUthorized disclosure, can reasonably be expected to cause grave damage to tbe national
security of the United States. "Top Scuet.. information is information that, if subject to
unauthorized disclosure, can reasonably be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the
national security of the United States.

Ms. Murray will describe some of the factors that go into a classification decision. These
factors can include, but are not limited to, foreign government information, intelligence activities
to include sources, ~ and .means, resoume commitment or investment, compromise,
safety, equity considerations of p1111ners, and fomgn relations. Ms. Murray will explain how
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documents containing classified information are marked, including header and footer markings,
portion markings~ and the methods required to disseminate classified information.
(U) In additi~ she will c:lefine and discuss markings and acronyms that may appear on
certain documents, such as ·~MINT,,. "FOUO,'' and other similar types of markings. Ms.
Murray also will testify about other aspects of the Executive Order, such as what to do ifthere is
significant doubt about the need to classify information (i.e. not classify) or the appropriate level
of classification (i.e. adopt the lower level of classification), or inappropriate rasons for
classification (e.g. concealment ofviolations oflaw,prevention ofagcocy embarrassment. etc.).
In additio~ Ms. Murray will testify about the procedures to review classification decisions· to
determine if classifications need to be modified.

(U) Ms. Murray will testify about the general restrictions on access to classified
including the requirements of appropriate security clearances, non-disclosure
agreements, and the "need to know." She will testify about how NSA is a closed system, and
each NSA employee's respomdbility to safeguard classified information, including the tools and
guides available to each and every employee to assist ~ in making an initial classification
when creating a document. She· will testify 1hat no NSA employee may remove classified
infonnation fi'Om NSA without proper authorization.
infonnatio~

(U) Based upon. h« training and experience, as a. twenty-eight year NSA employee and as
an OCA, and consistent with the classification guide(s) relevant to the documents and

infonnation at issue in this case, Ms. Murray will testifY as follows:

t.

''Collections sites·' Document

(Ur'lfZ8UO, This document is classified overall as '7op Secret," because the
infonnation contained therein reveals phymfJIII locations of collection activity, including
wtdeclared and potentially single source collection activity; the forwant · deployment of
employees; and classified technical details ofNSA capabilities to a degree that advenaries could
design or employ countenneasures. In addition, the classified information in this document
appears in other ..source" docwneots, and these documents are classified at a similar leveJ.
2.

"Trial and Testing" Document

(UJ'/P6l::JO) This document is classified overall as "Top Secret," because the
information contained therein reveals classified technifJIII details of NSA capabilities to a degree
tbat adversaries could design or employ coUiltermeaSUreS. In addition, the document contains
~" infoimatio~ because the infonnation «mtained therein reveals classified technical
details of NSA capabilities, but not to a degree that adversaries could design or employ
countenneasures. In additio~ the classified information in this document appears in other
source'' documents, and these documents are classified at a similar level.
4

'

3.

"Volume is our Friend', Document
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(U/R+Ol:Ja, This document is classified overall as "Top Secret," because ·the
information contained therein reveals classified technical details of NSA capabilities to a degree
that adverqries could design or employ countermeasures. In addition, the document contains
"Secret" information, because the infonnation contained tben=in reveals classified technical
details of NSA capabilities, but not to a degree that adversaries could desip or employ
countermeasures, and classified budget information that demonstrates a specific level of etrc>rt
and commitment by NSA. In addition, the classified infonnation in this document appears in
other "source'' documents, and these documents are classified at a similar level.

4.

''What a Success" Document

(Ui'lf'OU~ This document is classified overall as "Secret," because the
infonnation contained therein reveals classified technical details of NSA capabilities and a
specific level of effort and commitment by NSA. but ·DOt to a dqp'ee that adversaries could
design or employ countcrmC8SW'CS. In addition, the classified information in this document
appears in other "source" documents, and these documents are classified at a similar level.

S.

"Regular Meetings.. Docwnent

(U/If6UO) This document. is classified overall as "Secret," because the
infonnation contained therein reveals covered operations and sources and methods, but not to a
degree that adversaries could design or employ countermeasures. In addition. the classified
infonnation in this document appears in other "source'' documents, and these docwnents are
classified at a similar level.
6.

"Shoestring Budget" Document

(UifFOl:TQ) This document is classified overall as "Top Secret,'' because the
information contained therein .reveals classified tedmical details of NSA capabilities· to a degree
that adversaries could design or employ COl,Ultermcasures. In addition, the classified infonnation
in this docwnent appears in other •'source" documents, and these documents are classified at a
similar level.

7.

"BAG" Document

(UtmQ~ This document is classified overall as "Confidential," because the
information contained therein reveals a connection between clusified technical details of NSA
and a specific prosram. In addition, the classified infonnation in this document appears in other
"source" documents, and these documents arc clusified at a similar level.

8.

~'Buy vs.

Make" Docummt

(U/JFOU<ij This document is classified overall as ..Top Secret." because the
infonnation contained therein reveals classified technical details of NSA capabilities to a degree
that adversaries could design or employ counte.nncasures. In addition, the document contains
"Secret" infonnation, because the infonnation contained therein reveals classified technical
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details of NSA capabilities. but not to a degree that adversaries could design or employ
countermeasures, and classified budget information that demonstrates a specific level of effort
and commitment by NSA. Finally, the document contains •'Confidential'' information. because
the information contained therein reveals penoonel strength and a specific level of effort and
commitment by NSA~ In addition, tbe·classified infonnation in this document appears in other
"source., documents. and these documents are classified at a similar level.
9.

~-11

Commission., Document

(Uflf'OU~ This document is classified overall as "Confidential,'' because the
information contained therein reveals personnel strength and a specific level of effort and
commitment by NSA. In addition, the classified information in this doaunent appears in other
40
SOUI'CC" docmnents, and these documents are classified at a similar level.

10.

'TI' Notes.. Document

(UIJFQYQ) This document is classified overall as "Secret," because the
information contained therein reveals classified budget infonnation that demonstrates a specific
level of effort and commitment by NSA. Finally, the document contains ~nfidential"
information. because the infonuation contailled therein demonstrates personnel strength and a
specific level of effort and.commitment by NSA. In addition, ·the classified information in this
document appears in other ..source" documeats. and these documents are classified at a similar
level.
11.

"Terrorism Threat" Document

(UIIf~ This document is classified overall as ''Seem," because the
infonnation contained therein reveals classified technical details ofNSA capabilities, but not to a
degree that adversaries could design or ·employ countermeasures, and classified budget
infonnation that reveals a specific level of effort and C01111Jlitment by NSA. Finally, the
document contains 4CConfidential" information, because the information contained therein ~Weals
sources and methods associated with a specific program of NSA. In addition, the classified
infonnation .·in this document appears ·in other ''soun:e" documents, and these documents are
classified at a similar level.

12.

'"Note Cud 1" Document

(U//flOU6) This document is classified overall as "Secret/' because the
information contained therein reveals classified budget infonnation that demonstrates. a specific
level of effort and commitment by NSA. In addition, the classified information in this document
appears in other "source" docu.ments, and these documents are classified at a similar level.

13.

"Note Card 2'' Document

(U.'IR>~ This document is classified ovetall as "Secret," because the
information contained th~in reveals classified. budget· information that demonstrates a specific
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level of effort and· commitlnent by NSA. In addition, the classified information in this document
appears in other ''source'' documents, and these documents are classified at a similar levd.
(U/JFOU(ij The United States reserves the right to supplemalt this .expert
You may schedule an appoiDtment at the NSA to review Ms. Murray's classification
review ofthe aforementioned documents.
SUIXIIDil)'.

By:

&~
Senior Litigation Counsel
Criminal Division
United States Department of Justice
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U.S.Depa~entofJustice

Criminal Division

WIUitblglolt, D.C. 10$JO

March 7, 2011
VIA EMAIL
James Wyda, Esq.
Federal Public Defender
Deborah Boardman, Esq.
Assistant Federal Public Defender
100 South Charles Street
Bank:America Tower II, Ninth Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Re:

United States v. Thomas Andrews Drake
Case No. 10 CR 00181 RDB

Dear Attorneys Wyda and Boardman:
This letter shall supplement the previous unclassified Rule 16(g) expert summary of
Catherine Murray.
4. "What a Success" Document
(U/if'OUO; This document is classified overall as ••sECRET." because the information
contained therein reveals classified technical details ofNSA capabilities and a specific level of
effort and commitment by NSA, but not to a degree that adversaries could design or employ
countermeasures. More specifically, the combination ofthe covel' terms for this network
architecture implied a level of effort, scale, and scope by NSA, and a level of activity and
commitment by NSA, to this network architecture such that the information was classified as
..SECRET."
(UIIPOUO) On July 30, 2010, the classification guide for this information was updated
by NSA in accordance with the Executive Order, and NSA determined that this information no
longer required the protection of classification. The information, however, was appropriately
classified as ''SECRET" through the time of the defendant's possession, which ended on
November 28, 2007, and through the date of the indictment, Aprill4, 2010.
(U>'IfOUO~ In addition, this document also discussed NSA efforts related to a malicious
computer attack by an external actor or third party on a U.S. government computer system. This
fact was classified as ''SECRET/IREL TO USA, FVEY." Additionally; the document included a
specific cover term that had been assigned to this instrusion in order to protect the sensitive
nature of the discovery and vulnerability to U.S. government computer networks. The fact that a
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specific malicious computer activity had been found on a U.S. government computer system or
network, and the U.S.'s identification of and/or response to the malicious activity, was classified
as ''SECRET." Unauthorized disclosure ofexposure of the success or failure of a malicious
computer activity against a U.S. government computer system would provide a detennined
adversary insight into the strengths and/or vulnerabilities of U.S. government computer systems
or networks and allow a more focused intrusion.
(Ul/FOUO} On July 30, 2010, the classification guide for this information was updated
by NSA in accordance with the Executive Order, and NSA determined that th.is information no
longer required the protection of classification. The information, however, was appropriately
classified as "SECRET" through the time of the defendant's possession, which ended on
November 28,2007, and through the date ofthe indictment, Aprill4, 2010.

Very truly yours,

~~--~'~-------------
William M. Welch II
Senior Litigation Counsel
John P. Pearson
Trial Attorney
Public Integrity Section
United States Department of Justice
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